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By t xp!ik I’ evaluation of the tincar programming bound for the case 9 = 2, d = 3 {after adding 
one *?qu;:hty when n 0 (mod 1)). we pr>v; that A [n 3] C 3”S2/ [On + lj . In particular the 
hina G Hamming code is shown to remain optimal when it is shortened one, two or three times. 
FW i~...ore some general relations between solutions of the LP problem are derived. 
1. Intmdut=tion 
For any sequence (Ai):-” we define the dual sequence (Elk jiwO by 
where 
denotes a KtavEuk polynomial (cf. [l]). 
An fn, dj-code is a code of length n and minimum (Hamming-) distance at least d 
over an alphabet C? of Q elements. A [n, d] is defined as the maximum cardinality of 
an [r d]-code. An [n d]-code for which this maximum is attained is called optimal. 
Now let (AI);,a be the inner distribution of a code C of length n over Q, i.e. 
Ai s ICl-‘*j{(~,y)(w,y EC and d(+,y)- ii! 
is the averagenumber of codewords at Hamming distance i from a fixed codeword. 
Delsarte proved that in this case the components .Bt of the dual sequence nf ( 4,)i 
are nonnegative. Hence for any [n, d]-code its inner distribution (A,)i must satizly: 
forOGidn, 
for06k Cn, 
Ao-l,A, -0 for lsi<d. 
We shall denote this system by LP[n, d 1. Since Bu = XAi = 1 C f the linear progrz:v - 
ming bound can be formulated as 
23-F 
A(nd]~max{B~~(A,), is a solution of LPln,d]}. 
For 4 = 2, d = 3 (and for d = 4) we can solve the implied linear programming 
problem cxpiicitiy. It turns out that the optimal solution is unique and specializes 
for 11 = 2” - 1, n = 2” - 2, n =F 2” - 3 to the weight enumerator of respectively the 
zero, one or two times shorte!led Hamming code. For n e 0 (mod 4) however the 
(::;lique) optimal solution satisfies A,, , = 2nl(n t 2) > I which is clearly impossible 
for a singie.error-correcting code. Therelore we added the inequality 
A,-,tA,Sl 
to the system LP[n,3], and solved the resulting 1-P problem. Now there is an 
optimal solution which specializes for n = 2” - 4 to the weight erlumerator of the 
lriply shortened Hamming code. 
Relgaark. The general idea of adding extra inequalities IS LP[n. d} has proved to 
be i,ery fruitful. For instance, we showed in that way that the [12.S]-Nadier code 
with 32 codewords is optimal, a result found independently and almost simuitane- 
ously by MacWiiiiams, Odiyzko and Sloane 121. 
2. Generating functions 
For theoretical purposes the definition of (Bt )a can be transformed into a much 
more convenient form by using generating functions. First of ail we have 
T Kk(i)W” kXk = (H’ t(q - 1)X)” ‘(w - x)‘. 
Detining for any sequence (S,)Y..rI 
S(w, x) = r: SIWn”Xr, 
1 
the definition of (Z3,, )k is reflected in B(w, x) = A(w t (y - 1)x, w -- a’). If F 
denotes that F is a poiyn.omiai in w and x with positive coeflicients, LP[n, d] can 
be reformulated as 
i 
A(W,X)bO 
R(W,X)SO 
. ,, = I, A, = 0 4 for 1 +.. i < d, 
(Note th;?t A,,== A (I,(l) and R,,= B(l,O)- A (I, I).) 
In the sequel we shall apply several times the coordinate transformation 
i 
s=w+(q-1)x 
i.e, 
1 
w = (S + (yI - l)t)/q 
I=W-X x = (s - Q/q. 
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Observe that 
_E+~,_i!_ 
as at aw 
B(w.x)= A(s, t). 
and 
4”A(w.x) = R(s. I). 
3. Some results on Kraviruk polynomials 
WC mention some results which WC’ need in the sequel. For q = 2 we explicitate 
K,,. K,. K, and K, : 
K,,(i) = 1 
K,(i)= n - 2i 
K:(i) = j(p! - 2i)‘- in 
K,,(i)= (- I)’ 
as is easily verified from the definition. Moreover we remark that ynAl, = X&K,(i), 
that is, the dual of the dual of a sequence is a constant factor (4”) times the original 
sequence. [This follows at once from the bottom line of Section 2.1 
Noxl we need a result ahout certain submatrices of the Kravi-uk matrix 
(fL(i&.,-,,. From the equation 
KL(i)==~t--qY(y- 1)’ (:I$(;) 
I 
(cf. { 11) one immediately‘ sees that K,(i) is a polynomial in i of degree k : 
KI (i) = 6:_,, u,,i’ with leading coeffic$li-t ahr = ( -- q)L /k !. Now let I C (0, 1, . . ., n 1 
with 111 = I and let (K&(i)),. L,Ll be the square suhmatrix of the tirst I rows and 1 
different columns. Then 
(K,(i)k. JIFf L= (u~,)I,, ,-(i’),. lIr I. 
Since (u,,)~,,, t is :I lower triangular matrix with nonvanishing diagonal elements and 
0’) ,_ L,t., is a Vandermonde matrix, both matrices are regular and so is (Kk fi )lL. i.lt- I. 
H~tlW 
Theoran 3.1. Let I c (0, 1, . . ., n) wit/! f ! / = 1. Then the matrix (K, (i))k. I.tF 1 is 
lqpiai. 
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A consequence of this theorem is 
Corollary. Let Ic{l,..., n} with J I 1 = d. If each optimal solution of LP[ n, d] 
(or an extension of it) has Bi = 0 for i E (1,. . ., n}\ I, then there is exuctly one optimal 
solunon of the LP problem under consideration. 
Proof. We know that q”AL = ZJ’G (i)B,. Since all Al, for k < d and all B, for i fE I 
are known, this yields (using k Cd) a system of d equations in the unknowns 
B,(i E I) with nonvanishing determinant. 
4., Modifications of codes and sequences 
4.. 1. Shortening 
Let C be an [n, d]-code over 0. A shortened code CR’ of it consists of all words 
with the symbol j E Q at a fixed position p, where the symbol itself is deleted. 
Obviously each Cpj is an (n - 1, d&code, and there exists one for which 1 Pi I 3 
q.-‘] Cl. In general the inner distribution (AQZ of CR’ cannot be determined 
from the inner distribution (A,)[ of C. But if all shortened codes Cp’ @ a?ly 
position, j E Q) have the same inner distribution (and ir particular if C is invariant 
under an automorphism group which acts transitively on bitpositions as well as on 
the symbols of the alphabet Q) then A?‘= ((n - i)ln)Ai. 
In fact we have in general 
~IC”“]Af*‘=CI{(x,y)lx.yEC,d(x,y)=iandx,=y~}J=(n-i).ICI*Ac 
P.i 
and 
hence the sequence (((n - i)/n)Ar), is a convex combination of the sequences 
(.A Y),. Thus motivated we define for each sequence (A,):_,, the shortened seguemce 
(A:‘)::01 by A:= ((n - i)/n).A,. 
In the language of generating functions this means 
4.2. Puncturing 
Let C be an [n, dj-code over Q with d 2 2. A pmctured code C&‘ of it consists of 
all words of C with the symbol at position in deleted. Obviously C? is an 
[n I- 1, d - l]-codz with i CA-j = 1 Cl. In general the inner dist~b~~io~ (A?), of CA- 
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cannot be obtained from the inner distribution (A, ), of C. But if all punctured codes 
CC. (p any position) have the same inner distribution (and in particular if C is 
invariant under an automorphism group which acts transitively on the bit posi- 
tions), then A? = ((n - i)/n)A, f ((i f l)/n)Ai+,. 
In fact we have 
T ICP$4f= c i{(x.y)l w,yElfTand((d(x,y)=i andx,=y,)or 
P 
and 
((d(x, y) = i + 1 and x,# y,))}/ 
=((n - i)A, t (i + I)A,.,)*(CI 
hence the sequence (((n - i)/n)A, + ((i + l)!n)A, .,), is a convex combination of the 
sequences (Al”‘)i. Therefore we define for each sequence (At)?-0 the puncrured 
sequence (AT):2,: by A; = ((n - i)/n)A, + ((i + l)in)Ai-r- 
In the language of generating functions this means 
A-(wx) =;(#)A(w,x). 
Let X E N’ and for each (n, d) E X let R [a d] be a restriction laid upon sequences 
(A,)rao (with A,= -.*=Ad-,=O). We say the collection {R [n, d] 1 (n, d) E X) is 
invariant under shortening (puncturing) if for each (n, d) E X wi+b (n - I, d) E 
X ((n - 1, d - l)E X) whenever a sequence satisfies R [n, df then the shortened 
(punctured) sequence satisfies R(n - 1, d] (R[n - 1, d - 1 I). 
Theorem 4.2.1. Let Li[n, d) be the set of all linear inequalities with real coefficients 
and variables A,, such that they are sarisfied by each sequence (A,), which is the inner 
distribution of an (n, d]-code. Then {LI (n, d] 1 (n, d) E N*) is invariant under 
shortening anti puncturing. 
Pmf. A convex combination of solutions to a linear inequality is again a solution. 
Theorem 4.2.2. (LP [ n, d] 1 (n, d) E IV’} is invarianr under shvrrening a:nd 
puncturing. 
proof. SupFbnse (A,):+, satisfies LP[.r. d]. Then 
BO(w,x)= A’(s,t)= t~A(~,1)=t(~+~)~(w,~)~O 
and 
I?-fw,x)=A-(s,t)= +($*;)A(s,tj 
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“I’he verification of the other conditions is left to the reader. 
Theorem 4.2.3. Let (A )‘), and (A ;), be respectively the shortened and the purtc - 
rured sequence of (A,),. Then Bz = q -’ - B. f (nq)-’ B1 and BO = I%. 
Prwf. From the proof of Theorem 42.2. follows: 
and 
B; = Lr(l,O) = + [ B W)] = Bo. 6 
w-l 
Calling a sequence (A,), an optimal solution of a restriction whey1 BO is maximal we 
have: 
Theorem 4.2,4* ler {R[I~ d] 1 (n, d) E X) be a collection of restrictions invariant 
under shorrenin,$ and such rhat R [ n, d] implies LP In, d] ,for each (n, d) E X. If (Ai), 
is a solution 0,’ Rjn, d] Ltnd its shortened sequence (A:), is Q (unique> optimal 
1 suZutionofR[n -- l,d] andBE=q-‘a Ba then rhe sequence (A,), itseff is Q (unique) 
optimal sofuriort of R [n, d 1. 
Prouf . If (AI:]i is an optimal solution of R [n - 1, d] and (A T), is any solution of 
R[n,d] then 11’~4qBX”aqBZ- B,, hence (A,), is optimal. If (A$ is the unique 
optimal soluticln of R[n - 1, d] and (A $), is any optimal solution of R(n, d] then 
E :::aBohence BX=qB:*=qB::= Bo. By the uniqueness of I(AP)i it follows that 
A :” = Af for 10~ I s n - 1 and hence A: = (n/(n - i))At’z= (n/(n - i))A!‘- A, 
forI)~icn-1.ButalsoAI=A,since~jA:=BS=Bu=.~,AA,.ilPerlce(A,),is 
unique. 
Remark. Of course the requirement R (n, d) :a LP[ n, d] was needed only to 
wure that El, a:0 hence Bos qB! for any solution (A,), of R(n, d]. 
T’heorem 4.2.5. !f (R(n, d) 1 (ra, d)E X} is invariant under puncturing and is 
sirch that R [ IZ d] implies LP[n, d] fur each (n, d) E XV and (A,), is a sofuffon of 
R [n, d] SW_% that its punctured sequence (A ;)i is a (unique) optima! solution of 
R In .- 1, d -- 11, &en ohe sequence (A,), itseif is a (unique) oprimal solution of 
r;;! [ tt, d 1, 
Proof. If (A, ), is an optimal solution of R[n - 1, d - I] and (A ‘T), is any solution 
of R[n, d] then B;; = B.$- G B; = Ba hence (A,)‘ is optimal. If (Af)t is the unique 
optimal salution of R [n - 1, d - 1) and (AT), is any optimal salutian of R(& dj 
tkn A-(s,ff=+~- (s,I) hence (a/aw)lB*(w,x)-B(w,x))=O and B*(wx)= 
l)(w, x)-k cx”. ?Jsi;~g B(1,l;r = q”A,, = q** it fotiows that c f 0. 
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&mark. Here R(n. J) ==+ LP( n, dj was needed only to ensure tha: A0 = 1 for 
any solution (A,), of R(n, d]. 
For the case q = 2, d = 3 or d = 4 we can give the solution of LP( n, d] explicitly. 
Thewem 5.1. la q = 2. ff d = 3 then let (A, ), be defined by 
I -&(w+x).+- * t n+2 W +X)b-‘(w -x)f”((n + i)w +x) 
if n * 0 (mod 21, 
,-(w +x)” +- * ( w + xpyw - xp-“((n 9 2)w2+ dwx - x2) . n+3 
if n = l(mod4), 
I ;-&(w +x)” f -$(w + ,p-*+v - #++” 
if n 3 3(mod4). 
If d = 4 then let (A,), be defined by 
I 2(“i+ ,j((W f x)* i. (w - x).)+-& w(w’- x2)+” 
if n = 1 {mod 21, 
A(w, x)= 2(ny2)((w + xy f (w - xy,+-&w*- x*p-l((n -+ t:w- x2) 
I 
if R = 2 (clod 4), 
n -’ 1 
w+x).+(w-xr)+--(wz-x2p 
if n = 0 (mod 4). 
Then (A, ), is the unique optimal solution of L P (n, 31 and LP [n, 4] rt:spechvefy. In 
particular we find the bounds 
f 2”/(n + 2) if n 
A[n + 1,4$ = A[n,3)6 
I 
t”/(n +3) if n s l(mod4), n# 1, 
2”/(n + 1) if n = 3 (mod4). 
ProQI. (i) Observe that (A,), for d - - 3 is obtaiced 5y puncturing the sequence fm 
d = 4 and n increased by me. Also, for d = 3 and n = 1 (mod 4) or n 3~ 2 (mod 4). 
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(Ai), ix obteined by shortening the sequence for n one larger. The same hoids for 
d =4 and r: =‘2(mod4) or n =3(mod4). 
(ii) In order to prove that (At), satisfies LP[n, d) it suffices to consider Fhe cases 
d = 41, n = 0 (mod 4) and d = 4, n = 1 (mod4) by (i) and Theorem 4.2.2. 
If d =4, n zO(mod4) then 
A(w, x) =~((,+“‘.+(w-“‘.)+~‘“I-*13: 
SO 
B(w,x)=A(w +,,,-~)=~(w~+X.)+~.(~wx~~. 
Cert#ainly B(w, x) * 0. Furthermore A2i,, = 0 for *each i and 
since 
(n-1)(n-3)...(n-2i+1),__1 
(Zi-1)(2i-3)...3.1 
s- ii 
’ 
provided 1 G 2i s n - 2; but if 2i = or! then i is even and At, = l/n + (n - I!ln = 
1 is pc~jtiva too. Finally A,, = 1. 
If d =L 4; n = 1 (mod 4) then t 
A(w’ ‘)- 2(n + 1) 
- ___+( w -t-x)” +(w - x)“)+$ w (w2- x2)+“. 
so 
B(W,X)=A(W +X*W-X)~~(Wn+Xn)+f+i(W +X)(4WX)+“n-“* 
Certainly B(w, x)9 0. Furthermore A2i+l = 0 for each i and 
AZi =~(~)+~(!(“i”)(-l)‘~o 
since 
n ( J 
(:b2L “> 
njn-2)*..(n-2i+2) = -. (I5 - 1)(2,3 311 for lS22iGn-1. - 3) ’ ’ ’ 3 - 1 
i 
Also Ao= 1. 
lin both cases one can i:heck easily ,4 , = Aa = A3 = 0 and hence (A,)‘ is a solution 
of LP[% d] in all cacles. 
!iiil In order to prow that (Ai)t is the unique optimal solution of Lfjn,d] it 
sul&:s by Theorems 4.2.2, 4.2.4, .snd 4.2.5 to consider the ewes d = 3, n = 
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O(mod4) and d = 3, n =l(mod4). Let n = O(mod4). Then since 
(n - 2i)(n - 2i + 2) = n&(i) + 2K,(i)+ 2&(i) we obtain 
c (n -2i)(n -2i +2)B, = (nAo+2A,+2Az)*2” = n -2”. 
t 
The coefficients (n - 2i)(n - 2i + 2) are non-negative and vanish only for i = in 
and i = in -t 1. Therefore BOC 2”/(n + 2) and if B. = 2”/(n + 2) then B, = 0 for 
iE{1,2,..., n}\(!n,fn + I}. This proves optimality, and the uniqueness follows 
from the corollary to Theorem 3.1. 
Next let n = 1 (mod4). Sk?cc 
(n - 2i)(n - 2i + 2) - 1 - 2( - 1)’ = (n - l)&(!‘) + 2K,(i) + 2&(i) - 2&(i) 
we obtain 
z ((n - 2i)(n -2i+2)-l-2(- I)i)B,=((n-l)Ao+2A!+2Az-2A,)2” 
d (n - 1)2”. 
The coefficients (PI - 2i)(n - 2i + 2) - 1 - 2( - 1)’ are non-negative and vanish 
only for i f {j(n - 1). {(PI + l).{(n + 3)). as is easily verified. Hence B, s 
(n - 1)2”/(n’+ 2n - 3) = 2”f(n + 3) and if Bu = 2”/(n + 3) then B, = 0 for 
iE{1,2,..., n)\G(n - I),!@ + 1),1( n + 3)). This again proves optimatity and 
uniqueness. 
iE(1,2,..., n}\(f(n - l).f(n + l),$(n + l),I(n + 3)). This again proves optimzlity 
and uniqueness. 
Codlary. 
A[2” -j,3] = 2L--m-’ forj = 1,2,3. 
Pruuf. By shortening the appropriate Hamming code it is seen that the upper 
bound given in the theorem can be attained. 
6. An t&Wand fwqudfty 
By adding the inequality A,-, -t A. d 1 (if d = 3) or 2A.-z + n(A,-I + A,) c n (if 
d = 4) to the system LP[n, d) we can improve the known bounds on A [n, 3] for 
O(mod4) and A[n,4) for n =F 1 (mod4), respectively. Denote the extended 
system by LPE[n, d). 
Thewem 6.1. Ldf q = 2. if d = 3 &en let (A,), be defined by 
((n + l)(n + 3)w3+ 3(n 4 1)w’x - 3(n f l)wx*- 3x3 if n ==O(mod4), 
end by the expression giwn in Tktmm 5.1 o:herwise. 
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If d = 4 then let (A,)i be defined by 
A(w’x)= 2(ra +3) l (( 
((n +2)wz--3x9 
if n = 1 (mod 4), 
and by the expressian given in 93reonm 5.1 otherwise. 
‘Jhen (Ai)i is an optimal solution of LPE (n, d]. In particuhr we find the bound 
A[n + 1,4! = A[~z,~]S$~ if n =O(mod4), 
Proof. (i) observe that (A,)i for d = 3 is obtained by puncturing the sequence for 
d = 4 a.nd n one larger. Also, for d = 3 and n = 0 (mod 4), (A.,), is obtained by 
shortening the sequence for n + 1. The same holds for d = 4 and n = 1 (mod 4). 
(ii) By Theorems 4.2.2, and 5.1, (Ai), satisfies LP[n,d]. Moreover, 
(EPEfi%, d! 1 n E N, d E {3,4}} is invariant under puncturing: If (Ai)i is a solution 
~7 LPC[n,4j then A,_z+A,-r=(2/n)A,-1.tA,-,+A,~1. Therefore it is suffi- 
cient to show that (Ai) is a solution For d = 4 and that it is optimal for d = 3. 
Compute Anmzr A,_, and A, for d = 4: 
If R = 0 (mod 4) then 
An-2 =0, A._,=O, A,, = 1. 
If n. = 1 (mod4) then 
A,-z=O, An.-, = 2, A, =O. 
If n = 2 (mod4) then 
A, -z = n/2, A, , = 0, A, = 0. 
If n = .! (mod 4) then 
An-,-O, A,.l-0, A, =O. 
Therefore in all cases (2/n)A,_, + A.-t f A,, c 1 is satisfied. 
Since for n f 0 (mod 4) (Ai) 1 is the optimal solution of LP(n, 31, it is a fortiori 
optimal for LPE(n, 31. It remains to show optimality for d = 3, n = 0 (mad4). 
Let a(i)= (n -2)&(i)+2K,(i)+2Kr(i)+2K,-I(i)f2K,(i), then if i is even 
a(i) = n + 4(n - :?i)i- (n - 2i)“- n = (n - 2i)(n - 2i + 4) 
and if i is odd 
a(i) = n - 4 + (n - 2i)‘- n = (n - 2i - 2)(n - 2i + 2). 
Since n =O(mod4) this implies that a(i)aO, while a(i)=0 only for 
i E(1,n - I,jn,$n + 1,fn +2}. 
Now from 
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and 
,r(O) = n(n f 4) 
it foIIcws that 
Be s 2”/(n + 4) 
which proves optimality. 
(iii) in order to conclude that A [n, 31 d t”/(n + 4) ail we have to do is checking 
that the inequality A, , + A. s I ismsatisfied for the inner distribution of a code with 
d -3. 
Corollary. A f2” - 3.31 = Zzm m ‘. 
Remark. ‘The solution of LPE [ n, bl given in Theorem 6.1 is not unique in general. 
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